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Each month, the equivalent of New York 
City is built, and global building floor area 
will double by 2060 due to urban growth.1 

That is a staggering number of resources 
that need to come from somewhere. At 
the same time, the construction industry 
is responsible for 40% of the planet‘s 
CO2 emissions; the use of concrete, 
steel, and aluminum in the built environ-
ment alone accounts for 23%.2 Clearly, 
we need to change the way we build and
reappraise the materials and resources 

CREE is 
dedicated to 
sustainable 
and healthy 
buildings.

We need to 
change the 
way we build.

Despite all the progress and development in our 
modern world, the construction industry is still  
polluting, inefficient and fragmented.

needed - and do so in a transparent way 
which avoids greenwashing.

Every new building designed and built in 
a conventional way is a lost opportunity 
to store carbon and reduce emissions.

1 Source: International Institute for Sustainable  
Development, 2020, https://www.iisd.org/
articles/buildings-construction-sleeping-gi-
ant-climate | 2 Source: Global ABS, Global 
Status Report 2017, https://architecture2030.
org/why-the-building-sector/01

The way
forward is
together.

Scan here to  
see what CREE 
is all about:

Roots



FOUNDING STORY

Back in 2008, we started to look for  
alternatives in order to fundamentally  
change how buildings are built. We  
initiated a research project to develop  
a repeatable system for prefabricated,  
resource- and energy-efficient, large-
scale timber-hybrid buildings.

SUSTAINABLE, COST-EFFICIENT, 
AND SCALABLE: CREE BUILDINGS 
WAS BORN.

As a direct result of feasibility research, 
CREE was founded in 2010 by Hubert 
Rhomberg. Surrounded by nature in 
our home region of Austria, we were 
convinced there was a more ecological  
and efficient way to build. Through 
collaboration with various construction 
pioneers, the “hardware” for our timber- 
hybrid buildings - the CREE building 
solution - was created and the first 
CREE building, LifeCycle Tower ONE,  
was realized in 2012 in Dornbirn, Austria.

Following additional CREE buildings in the 
subsequent years, the system has con-
stantly improved through repetition and 
ever-smarter manufacturing processes.

In 2016 we transformed into a construc-
tion technology company and launched 
an international construction collective 
that has since independently erected 
more CREE buildings across Europe, Asia 
and North America. This global expan-
sion has continued along with software 
connecting our network, local suppliers 
and manufacturers, cascading knowl-
edge and innovation to all stakeholders.

Today, we are an international construc-
tion collective for regenerative building 
solutions. 

With our unique timber-hybrid system, 
our partners build smartly and sustaina-
bly around the globe. Together, we are  
revolutionizing the construction industry.

The future  
of building 
has begun.
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OUR VISION

The rules of success are being rewritten: 
sustainability is not just an asset, but  
will be the founding principle in the  
construction industry.

We realize that inclusion and collaboration  
does not slow us down but is rather the 
only way for meaningful progress. We 
consider our own happiness and health 
alongside that of nature.

Together, we  
are building a  
future defined  
by knowledge  
sharing, 
collaboration,  
and respect for  
nature and its  
resources.

OUR MISSION

We are on a  
mission to make  
our expanding 
knowledge and  
resource network 
available to all 
forward-thinking 
minds invested in 
building a greener 
future.

We strive to facilitate the CREE System 
in as many new buildings as possible  
to promote a new paradigm in green 
construction.

Together, we can truly  
build a better world.
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WHY TIMBER-HYBRID?

With a smart and lean material mix, we 
combine the best properties of timber, 
concrete and steel into our revolutionary 
timber-hybrid building solution. Compared  
to all-timber construction, timber-hybrid 
offers better physical performance in 
terms of vibration, deflection, sound  
insulation, fire resistance, and compart-
mentalization, as well as benefits regard-
ing weather and water protection during 
construction and operative use.

Efficient  
collaboration 
between all  
stakeholders

Project 
insights

Increased 
visibility

Shared 
expertise  
with a global 
network

Off-site modular  
prefabrication,  
digital twin, and BIM

Polluting and 
unsustainable

Unproductive  
and wasteful

Fragmented and 
non-transparent

Slow to 
innovate

cost and 50% time 
savings compared to 
conventional processes

Computational, technological,  
and tested procedures to 
deliver a quality product on 
time and on budget

Industrialized 
building production: 
fast, reliable, and 
repeatable results

Less waste 
and pollution, 
and circular 
approach to 
resources

reduction of embodied 
carbon emissions from 
structural building 
materials

reduction of 
operational carbon 
emissions during 
the life cycle of a 
building

Life cycle approach 
with flexible floor 
arrangement

Sustainable,
cost-efficient,
and scalable.

By establishing a local ecosystem, we 
enable timber as an urban construction 
material without requiring shipment from 
a central location, by empowering com-
panies and their supply chains to build 
with our industrialized approach. This 
way, we set the foundations for a new 
urban architecture with reduced life- 
cycle costs, high building value reten-
tion, top comfort levels and compliance 
with all current safety requirements.

The 
CREE 
Solution

80%

50
%

25%

Leading to better buildings 
with an industrialized  
approach combined with  
local supply chains.

SUSTAINABLE TIMBER-HYBRID BUILDINGS

EFFICIENT MODULAR PREFABRICATION
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The CREE Way

ROOTS

The Traditional Way
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HUBERT RHOMBERG
CEO & Founder of CREE Buildings

“CREE goes beyond mere sustainability 
and embraces a comprehensively 
regenerative approach. This is truly a 
new paradigm in green construction, 
using renewable materials and scalable 
disruptive processes. It’s not about 
talking but doing, not about competing 
but collaborating and together building 
a future we all want to live in.” 

ROOTS
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The CREE Process

Integrated project delivery requires the involvement of all 
stakeholders from the very beginning. This positively disrupts 
usual procedures, removes bottlenecks and facilitates early 
decisions in the planning process. The benefits quickly become 
clear: information flow is streamlined, and fewer resources  
are wasted thanks to material optimization and simulated 
workflows in the digital twin. 

Digital Twin Manufacturing of CREE 
components and 
on-site preparation

Delivery and 
assembly

Early design stage

Developer Planner General 
ContractorCREE Component 

Manufacturer

CREE ProcessCREE Process

The efficient project delivery process 
continues through the construction 
phases, thanks to off-site industrial  
prefabrication of building components 
and their assembly on site. Complexity  
reduction (e.g., fewer individual compo-
nent types) results in simplified logistics, 
more accurate order forecasts, and man-
ageable warehousing for manufacturers.

CREE is a committed yet neutral ally 
throughout, ensuring all key stakehold-
ers gain exactly the head start they 
need and are focused on delivering an 

exceptionally valuable product. We also 
communicate constantly with manufac-
turers to check that all components are 
produced close to the project site, thus 
minimizing climate footprints.

With all stakeholders overseen by CREE, 
transparency breeds trust and contin-
uous improvement. This collaborative 
strategy is proven to result in higher 
quality and greater speed, cost savings, 
and a foundation for successful long-
term cooperation.

We believe early  
stakeholder  
involvement is  
critical.

System

02

The way
forward is
together.

Early engage- 
ment of CREE 
and all stake-
holders in 
the design 
and building 
process leads 
to workflow 
efficiencies 
and optimized 
resource use.
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Our building solution enables developers, 
contractors, and architects and engineers 
to meet the exacting construction stand-
ards of today and tomorrow. Explore the 
features of our proven, repeatable, and con-
stantly evolving CREE System, and discover 
the applications most relevant for you.

THE CREE SYSTEM: 
FUTURE-PROOF AND  
RESOURCE-EFFICIENT

Our collaborative, modular, and resource- 
focused approach empowers our partners  
to create the highest quality commercial, 
institutional and residential buildings of 
3,000 m2 or more with local resources  
quickly, reliably, and with low risk. With its 
capacity to evolve and adapt, this inherently 
flexible system ensures future-fit buildings 
with the longest possible life cycles.

INNOVATIVE GRIDS

The ceiling of each story in a CREE 
building consists of a grid of prefabricat-
ed timber-hybrid slab panels. The total 
dimensions of the building consist of 
multiple slabs in each direction. Various 
basic grids are available, with customiza- 
tions possible in consultation with CREE. 
The width of the ribbed or flat slab panel 
can vary from 2.50 m to 3.00 m, whereas 
the length of the panel is ideally two or 
three times the width.

PRINCIPLES OF THE  
CREE SYSTEM

–  Off-site prefabrication
–  Exposed structural wood
–  Fast assembly of fully enclosed spaces
–  Less material, better performance
–  Sustainable and future-proof
–  Systematic, modular, repeatable

Timber-Hybrid 
System
We create resource- and energy- 
efficient, large-scale timber-hybrid 
buildings that are assembled  
on site, use renewable resources,
have circular life cycles, and pro-
vide a healthy and more productive 
indoor environment.

4 Key Structural
Elements

Scan here for an  
eye-catching  
timelapse video  
of the CREE  
System in action:

Glulam Columns &
Wall Elements

Middle Girders &
Columns

Bracing System /
Core

Hybrid Slabs



01 |  HIGHLY SUSTAINABLE AND  
RESOURCE-EFFICIENT

The CREE timber-hybrid system is inher-
ently sustainable, uses less materials 
and incorporates renewable resources 
where possible.

05 |  OFF-SITE PRODUCTION  
IMPROVES ACCURACY AND QUALITY

Our innovative method of prefabricated  
slab and wall elements boosts labor  
productivity. Crucially, the building is  
assembled on-site, rather than con-
structed. The lightness of the timber- 
hybrid composite and the high level of 
prefabrication provide further boosts to 
in-time transportation and delivery.

06 |  HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY  
WITH FEWER WORKERS

All core and shell components are pre-
fabricated at off-site facilities, allowing 
for better health, hygiene, and safety 
monitoring on building sites. For workers, 
this means less-populated and inherently 
safer sites.

07 |  HEALTHY INDOOR  
ENVIRONMENT

End users appreciate the biophilic at-
mosphere provided by the exposed wood 
elements and open functional spaces 
characteristic of a healthy office building. 
The natural feel of the interiors of a CREE 
building contribute to a healthy working 
or living environment. 

08 |  REDUCED LIFE-CYCLE COST

The life-cycle cost of a CREE building is 
remarkably low. Smart heating, cooling, 
and lighting systems, along with passive 
design strategies, allow for significantly 
lower energy consumption.

02 |  QUALITY, SCHEDULE,  
AND COST CERTAINTY

Cost and schedule predictability are en-
sured early on. As the project progresses, 
all project participants can view planning 
changes in real time using the digital 
twin. This allows for a high standard of 
quality, utmost efficiency, and rapid es-
timation of costs, time, carbon footprint, 
and regulatory compliance.

03 |  400-500 M² OF ENCLOSED 
FLOOR SPACE PER DAY

The use of completely prefabricated and 
modular components makes it possible 
to construct 400–500 m2 of enclosed, 
weatherproof floor space with 6 workers 
per day - roughly five times the pace of 
conventional on-site concrete construction.

04 |  FREEDOM OF INTERIOR  
AND FAÇADE DESIGN

The CREE System offers an extraordinary 
degree of versatility. Interior spaces are 
highly customizable because there is no  
need for load-bearing interior walls. Archi-
tects are therefore free to create floorspaces  
with outstanding form and functionality.

Efficient, 
sustainable, 
viable - and 
constantly 
improving.

Benefits 
of the CREE 
System

01

04

05

06

07
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EACH INVESTMENT IN  
CONSTRUCTING WITH CREE 
MOVES US CLOSER TO A SUS-
TAINABLE NET ZERO FUTURE.

–  Meets ESG criteria, SDGs, and all  
 established certifications systems  
 for sustainable construction
–  Reduced life-cycle costs
–  High financing eligibility - green asset
–  Minimal resource consumption
–  Up to 80% fewer CO2 emissions

TAXONOMY ENVIRONMENTAL  
OBJECTIVES FOR CONSTRUCTION  
OF NEW BUILDINGS

CREE buildings are aligned with EU  
Taxonomy criteria pertaining to:

–  Climate change mitigation and adaptation
–  Water and marine resources
–  Circular economy, waste prevention  
 and recycling
–  Pollution prevention and control
–  Protection of healthy ecosystems

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALSInvesting in 
a Greener 
Future for 
Construction

“You cannot afford NOT to 
invest in a sustainable built 
environment.”

WORLD GREEN 
BUILDING COUNCIL

Our buildings 
foster occupant 
well-being, with 
high-quality ma-
terials and visible 
wood creating in-
door environments 
of the highest 
quality.

We are pushing 
the boundaries of 
structural timber 
in the construction 
industry, and pro-
moting innovation 
and collaboration  
with license 
partners and our 
global network.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL,  AND 
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CREE buildings are designed to meet ESG 
criteria, instilling investor confidence, 
decreasing the negative impacts of the 
industry, and increasing sustainability 
transparency.  
 
Environmental: Our patented timber- 
hybrid system provides up to 80% reduc-
tion of embodied carbon emissions from 
structural materials, while CREE methods 
are also proven to reduce a building‘s life 
cycle carbon emissions by 50%.

Social: CREE buildings use sustainable  
construction materials and provide 
healthy environments to end users. 
Timber components of the structure 
are exposed, supporting the biophilic 
atmosphere of the building.

Governance: We support associated  
stakeholder reporting through the 
availability of well-documented and 
high-quality data regarding both com-
ponents and building performance.

Our methods 
promote efficient 
resource man-
agement, apply 
circular economy 
principles, use 
local renewable 
resources where 
possible and sub-
stantially reduce 
waste generation 
through off-site 
prefabrication.

Our buildings help 
reduce embodied 
carbon emissions 
and operational 
energy demand, 
while timber- 
hybrid structures 
help long-term 
carbon sequestra-
tion and the push 
towards net zero.

We establish  
ever-growing  
global partner-
ships to create 
more sustainable 
buildings, and 
encourage knowl-
edge exchange 
and innovation 
to build a better 
future.

At CREE, sustainability 
is not a nice-to-have:  
it is our reason for being 
and part of everything 
we do.

More details  
on building  
sustainably:
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“CREE helps us to transform our organi- 
zation, moving the company towards 
sustainable standards and making people 
excited. Clients and stakeholders now see 
us as a greener company, more digital 
and future-focused. If you believe in a 
different future for construction, there  
is not a better project to be part of.” 

MICHEL ELIZALDE ELIZALDE 
ACR, Spain 

The vision to 
move forward. 
The will to  
work together.

CREE has evolved into 
a collaborative global 
ecosystem - a diverse 
network of professional 
developers and con-
struction companies 
committed to improving 
and sharing sustainable 
building practices, em-
powering partners and 
local supply chains to 
build for the future.

“CREE will be a highly sought-after tech-
nology. They’ve inspired us to reassess 
the way we construct and move away 
from traditional processes and methods.  
They are always looking at how to in-
novate and improve what they already 
have. So, CREE is always evolving.” 

ROY KHOO
Kimly Construction, Singapore

“The CREE System is one of the best solu-
tions to be cost-effective. Once you know 
the system, you can easily implement it 
on the next project based on the knowl-
edge we acquired from the first one.” 

QUENTIN DE MAN
CDCL, Luxembourg

“CREE is absolutely an important 
part of the future of building. 
Their philosophy made sense 
to us - modularity, repeatability 
and using the best qualities of 
several building materials with 
wood as a primary focus. We’ve 
had several meetings with ex-
isting clients, architects and 
developers interested in CREE’s 
benefits.” 

DAVID ROBSON
Walbridge, USA

Pioneers

03

The way
forward is
together.

You are a visual 
person? Scan 
here and meet 
our pioneers 
face-to-face:



The way forward is together.02

Global Network We are constantly expanding our exper-
tise on how to build sustainably, quickly, 
and at reduced risk – by continuously 
questioning the status quo and em-
bracing a comprehensively regenerative 
approach.

25PIONEERS

But we are not going it alone. Through 
continuous growth of our partner net-
work and by investing in technology and 
people, like-minded collaborators can 
accelerate the exchange of knowledge 
across the world.

“If you want to go fast, 
go alone. If you want to 
go far, go together.”

AFRICAN PROVERB
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The CREE Platform is the software behind the future of 
construction. As the CREE Network grows, we provide  
a virtual space for sharing ideas and collaborating on  
projects to create a viable future for better buildings.

Collective knowledge: 
greater than the sum 
of its parts.

THE CREE PLATFORM 
PROVIDES

– Shared expertise
– A global community
– Streamlined workflow
– Direct communication
– Project insights
– Continuous improvement

“It’s a huge advantage to be 
able to share experiences  
on a shared platform like 
the CREE Platform.”

FREDERIK SPANNING
Wood Building Systems, CREE Denmark

The CREE Platform provides strategic 
partners, architects and engineers, pro-
ducts and services partners, and users 
around the globe with fruitful interac-
tions, making knowledge available to all 
forward-thinking minds.

This innovative digital platform is not 
only a space to interact with like-minded 
peers, but also to exchange and refine 
specific ideas that will have a visible 
impact on the construction industry and 
beyond. Here we ensure that our shared 
vision continues to expand, improve, and 
evolve, incorporating new concepts and 
modules for future use.

Joining CREE as a partner is to be part 
of a global movement in green construc-
tion and sending a signal that you are 
serious about sustainability. We believe 
in building a better world, and want to 
share our exciting methods which, when 
further scaled-up, will contribute hugely 
to a net zero future.

Platform

04

The way
forward is
together.

Scan here to 
join our platform 
and share your 
perspectives:



SMART MATCHMAKING OF 
SUPPLY AND DEMAND

The platform serves as a marketplace, 
ultimately showcasing bundled solu-
tions for project developers and as a 
collaborative channel for participating 
in CREE projects.

Products and Services Partners play an 
important role as they interface with 
our standardized product portfolio. 
They meet CREE‘s high-quality require-
ments and offer integral delivery options 
through direct sales.

Every new partner receives the neces-
sary knowledge and further develops 
their products and services for the CREE 
System, and are among the first to be 
informed about new projects. Access 

Products and  
Services Partners

The CREE Platform connects the dots between 
the industry‘s often disparate stakeholders. This 
unprecedented collaboration represents a leap 
forward in smart procurement, planning, and deci-
sion-making. As Products and Services Partners, 
these stakeholders can leverage each other‘s po-
tential and increase efficiencies like never before.

IN ADDITION TO DRIVING 
LEAD GENERATION, THE 
CREE PLATFORM WILL 
OFFER THE FOLLOWING 
FEATURES TO PARTNERS

– Evaluation of project  
 requirements
– Increasing degree of  
 automation for effective  
 planning
– Optimal process chain  
 according to the building  
 owner‘s priorities (e.g., speed,  
 resource efficiency, simplicity)

to our platform content gives Partners 
a decisive advantage in preparing for 
submission and negotiation talks.

EXPERT POSITIONING AND  
LEAD GENERATION

Combining confidence in the CREE 
System with their own expertise in sus-
tainable and smart building, Products 
and Services Partners are shaping the 
future of construction through innovative 
cooperation.

Our platform keeps Partners up to date 
on the latest projects and industry de-
velopments and heightens their visibility 
to potential clients. With targeted CREE 
Platform articles, Partners can continual-
ly contribute their expertise about CREE 
and boost their credibility to the network.

29PLATFORM

“The goal is a fully functional  
Digital Twin, where developers 
can automatically find high- 
quality and experienced CREE 
Products and Services Partners.” 

HUBERT RHOMBERG
CEO & Founder of CREE Buildings



WHO ARE CREEATORS? 

CREEators are carefully selected com-
panies who are currently designing CREE 
buildings or would like to become recog-
nized experts in doing so. Typical CREE- 
ators include integrated planning teams, 
architects, structural engineers, MEP 
experts and sustainability consultants. 

PLANNING WITH CREE

A new systematized way of building re-
quires early harmonization of stakehold-
ers, and early design decision-making. 
Our CREEator partnership expedites this 
integration bringing all stakeholders to 
the same page while offering the pos-
sibility to tender the integration of the 
different parties in the market.

We share our knowledge and experi-
ence, offer training programs, as well 
as supporting and meeting the needs 
of CREEators throughout the building 
design process. As CREEators gain 

more experience working with CREE 
methods, they learn to quickly identify 
projects where CREE would be a good 
match. This integrated planning process 
results in a highly sustainable, unique 
timber-hybrid building.

CREEATOR BENEFITS 

Being a CREEator provides a spotlight 
to showcase projects and portfolios 
with CREE and the industry in general. 
The CREE System is a tried and test-
ed concept with which to plan, and on 
our platform to constantly exchange 
with like-minded industry players from 
around the world.

Of course, being a CREEator does not 
mean being restricted to building solely 
using CREE, but signals expertise in doing 
so. It can expand a company‘s portfolio 
and boost visibility among trusted strate-
gic partners. CREEators can upload their 
projects on the platform so that others 
can see and reach out to them. 

The more who join us on our journey, the faster  
we will go: meet the CREEators, a win-win-win  
collaborative model to push forward the cause  
of sustainable construction.

“The CREE System embodies a circular  
economy design philosophy and allows us,  
as engineers, to push the performance of  
timber even further. Thanks to their open  
network and professional support, SGI are  
happy to be part of the CREE Community.”

PHILIPPE SCHMIT
SGI Groupe, Luxembourg
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CREEators

Being a  
CREEator 
signals 
expertise 
in building 
sustainably 
and boosts 
visibility.



The CREE System has been  
implemented around the globe. 
Here is a selection of some of  
our landmark projects.

Project
Siemens Campus

Location
Erlangen, Germany

Client
Siemens Campus Erlangen Objekt 2  
GmbH & Co. KG

Architect(s)
KEC Planungsgesellschaft mbH

Start of Construction
December 2019

Completion
Summer 2022 

CREE Assembly Time
November 2020 to June 2021

Number of floors above ground
5

Gross floor area (GFA)
69,485 m2 (5 x 13,897 m2)

Structural Engineer(s)
BIT Büro für Integrale  
Tragwerksplanung GmbH

HIGHLIGHT
Prefabricated timber-concrete composite 
slabs with integrated heating/cooling system

FACTS
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Buildings

05

The way
forward is
together.

Scan here 
to see our 
ever-growing 
portfolio of 
building 
projects:
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Eunoia Junior College

Location
Bishan, Singapore

Client
Ministry of Education

Architect(s)
CPG Consultants Pte Ltd

Start of Construction
March 2017

Completion
December 2019

Number of floors above ground
10 & 12

Gross floor area (GFA)
51,502.6 m²

Structural Engineer(s)
CPG Consultants Pte Ltd

FACTS
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HIGHLIGHT
First use of the CREE System in 
a high-rise building
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Project
Allégra

Location
Leudelange, Luxembourg

Client
CDCL SA

Architect(s)
architecture + aménagement s.a.

Start of Construction
May 2020

Completion
January 2022

CREE Assembly Time
9 weeks North Wing | 4 weeks South Wing

Number of floors above ground
4

Gross floor area (GFA)
5,600 m²

Structural Engineer(s)
LSC Engineering Group S.A.

Project
Illwerke Zentrum Montafon

Location
Montafon, Austria

Client
Vorarlberger Illwerke AG

Architect(s)
Hermann Kaufmann + Partner ZT GmbH 

Start of Construction
March 2012

Completion
August 2013

CREE Assembly Time
30 days

Number of floors above ground
5

Gross floor area (GFA)
11,500 m²

Structural Engineer(s)
merz kley partner GmbH
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HIGHLIGHT
First CREE project within a  
conventional concrete budget

HIGHLIGHT
Fully integrated, scaffold-free  
wall assembly



Project
EDGE Suedkreuz Berlin

Location
Berlin, Germany

Client
SXB 1 S.a.r.l. / SXB 2 S.a.r.l.

Architect(s)
TCHOBAN VOSS Architekten GmbH

Start of Construction
April 2019

Completion
MK1: December 2021 | MK2: March 2022

CREE Assembly Time
MK1: 30 days | MK2: 85 days

Number of floors above ground
MK1: 7 | MK2: 8

Gross floor area (GFA)
32,000 m²

Structural Engineer(s)
Buro Happold | BIT Büro für integrale  
Tragwerksplanung GmbH

CO2 SAVINGS AT EDGE  
SUEDKREUZ, BERLIN

Compared to conventional reinforced 
concrete façade elements/ceilings in 
comparable sizes:
– Wooden exterior wall elements incl. 
 support, windows, thermal insulation  
 save up to 80% CO2 in life cycle  
 assessment 
– Timber-hybrid ceilings save up to 70%  
 CO2 in life cycle assessment
– In the overall building level, the choice  
 of timber-hybrid construction results  
 in up to 40% CO2 savings in the life  
 cycle assessment of building materials.
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FACTS

BUILDINGS

HIGHLIGHT
Biggest timber-hybrid project in Central  
Europe and footprint on irregular shape
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to Asia and North America.

Project
LCT ONE

Location
Dornbirn, Austria

Client
Aspermont Holding GmbH

Architect(s)
Hermann Kaufmann + Partner ZT GmbH

Start of Construction
September 2011

Completion
September 2012

CREE Assembly Time
8 days

Number of floors above ground
8

Gross floor area (GFA)
2.319 m²

Structural Engineer(s)
merz kley partner GmbH

FACTS
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Let’s shape the 
future together.
cdclux.com


